
THE MENTALIZER TECHNICAL RIDER 

There are a few things to keep in mind in order for your audience to have the best possible 

experience during The Mentalizer's performance. 

 

Stage 

A small stage is always helpful in order for all of the guests to be able to see me.  For audiences 

of over 100 people and/or in settings where it might be hard for all guests to see an elevated 

stage area of at least 10’X10’ should be provided. If possible the stage should be positioned at 

the center of the long wall in the room with nothing obstructing the audience’s view. Two small 

tables and either a flip chart or white board on an easel should also be provided for use on stage. 

Sound 

For audiences of over 100 people and/or in settings where it might be hard for the audience to 

hear, a wireless lavaliere microphone and standard amplification system with operator should be 

provided. A second lavaliere or handheld microphone should be available for the person 

introducing the program. 

Lighting 

There needs to be enough lighting for members of the audience to read from a book while 

seated.  Simply raising the house lights is usually sufficient.  If stage lighting is available a 

standard stage wash and well-lit room are ideal. 

Audience 

The audience should be seated during the show.  It is much harder to keep the audience’s 

attention if they are standing and mingling during the performance.  People should be finished 

with dinner and the bar should be closed during the show.  It can create distractions if audience 

members are eating, wait staff is clearing tables or people are getting up to get a drink.  

No need for rehearsal time. 

Introduction  

In order to set the tone of the evening it is better not to refer to me, during the event or 

beforehand, as a magician or psychic. These terms carry with them a certain set of expectations 

that might influence the audience's expectations. Instead, it is better to refer to me as a 

"psychological entertainer" or "mentalist." Below is the blurb to be used while introducing me.  

EHUD SEGEV AKA THE MENTALIZER is one of world's greatests 

psychological entertainers. Performed on the biggest stages and on hit tv 

shows all over the globe, the Mentalizer offers the most unique form of 

supernatural entertainment! Get ready to have your heart stopped and your 

mind read!!! 



 


